
Golden State Canna Unveils High-Dose CBN
Groovy Chews for Ultimate Relaxation

Golden State Canna's new high-dose CBN

Groovy Chews target stress relief and

better sleep for ultimate relaxation and

well-being.

BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 25, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Golden State

Canna, a leading name in cannabis

delivery, has announced the launch of

its new high-dose CBN Groovy Chews.

Now available across California, these

innovative gummies are designed to

provide unparalleled relaxation and

improved sleep quality. Each pack

contains 20 delicious gummies,

offering a total of 200mg CBN and

100mg THC, making them the highest

dose CBN gummies on the market

today.

The Groovy Chews CBN gummies are crafted with the highest quality ingredients to ensure

consistency and potency. They are specially formulated for those who seek effective stress relief

and enhanced sleep. According to WebMD, CBN has sedative properties that can alleviate

conditions like insomnia, making these gummies an ideal choice for evening use.

These tasty gummies are the newest addition to the popular Groovy Chews family also available

in our weed dispensary delivery Bakersfield. With a balanced combination of CBN and THC, they

offer a unique experience designed to promote relaxation and restful sleep. Consumers are

advised to enjoy these chews responsibly and avoid operating heavy machinery. It is also

recommended not to consume them if there are early morning commitments.

Golden State Canna is known for its premium cannabis delivery services throughout California.

The weed dispensary delivery in Bay Area also combines traditional authenticity with a
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commitment to quality that stands out.

Each cannabis product delivered to

customers’ doorsteps embodies

excellence, offering the best

dispensary deals in the Bay Area, CA.

Golden State Canna values its

customers by offering free weed

delivery on orders over $50, ensuring

products reach customers promptly

and in perfect condition. The company

prefers sourcing from local artisans

rather than commercial greenhouses

managed by corporate executives.

Golden State Canna pledges to deliver

the best cannabis products,

guaranteeing both safety and potency.

The service area spans from the Bay

Area to Bakersfield, Fresno, and Santa

Barbara, providing seamless and

reliable cannabis delivery.

Golden State Canna's dedication

extends beyond providing high-quality

cannabis products. The company

strives to build a community of

informed and satisfied customers who

appreciate the benefits of cannabis.

The team is committed to educating

consumers about diverse product

offerings and their effects, ensuring

that each purchase meets individual

needs.

The introduction of the high-dose CBN

Groovy Chews reflects Golden State

Canna’s continuous efforts to innovate and meet the evolving needs of its customers. These

gummies respond to the growing demand for effective and convenient solutions to manage

stress and improve sleep.

Early feedback from customers who have tried the new CBN Groovy Chews has been

overwhelmingly positive. Many have reported significant improvements in their sleep patterns

and a notable reduction in stress levels. These testimonials highlight the effectiveness of the new



product and its alignment with Golden State Canna’s mission to enhance the well-being of its

customers. One satisfied customer, John, stated, "Great prices and speedy delivery. GSC is the

only dispensary I will ever use. Always friendly and reliable service."

Looking ahead, Golden State Canna plans to expand its product line further, introducing more

innovative solutions that cater to the diverse needs of the cannabis community. The company’s

focus remains on quality, safety, and customer satisfaction, ensuring that every product offered

is of the highest standard. For press inquiries or additional information, please visit their website

at www.gscanna.com.
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